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Canada off to Qatar
After a stunning run to the top of the Concacaf table, the Canadian men’s
national team has qualified for the World Cup for only the second time in its
history, returning to the grand stage for the first time in 36 years following a 4–
0 win over Jamaica at BMO Field in Toronto on Sunday. The Canadian men’s
team last appearance in the World Cup came in 1986 in Mexico, where it finished last in its group with three losses. Canada was one of three nations to advance to the Octagonal from the first and second rounds of qualifying, before
then going on to dominate the Octagonal, which was the third and final round.
Until Thursday night’s defeat in Costa Rica, Canada had gone undefeated
throughout the entirety of the qualification process. Against the two traditional
regional powerhouses, the U.S. and Mexico, Canada won both of its home
games and drew on the road. Here, players celebrate their spectacular run to the
World Cup after their win against Jamaica on Sunday.
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HELP FOR FARMERS: The devastation brought on by flooding due to climate
change and global warming will only worsen in the years to come, and Guyana has
taken the bold step to formalise actionable plans to adapt and mitigate against these
natural disasters. Vice President Bharrat Jagdeo (pictured) met with stakeholders from
the coastland on Tuesday to discuss the Government’s national strategic flood protection measures, where he underscored the need for adaptation at the earliest.
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Barbados PM Mia Mottley optimistic
about opening embassy in UAE
Barbados Prime Minister Mia
Mottley has expressed optimism at the
opening of the Barbados Embassy in
Abu Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE).
According to Mottley, this will
show that Barbados is serious about
deepening diplomatic relations with the
UAE and creating opportunities for
Barbadian residents.
Addressing a large gathering for
the Barbados National Day, themed:
From Sugar Cane to BlockChain at
Expo 2020 in the UAE on Sunday, the
Prime Minister contended that although
her country was in the midst of the
COVID-19 pandemic and an International Monetary Fund (IMF) program,
the decision was made that “if we are
to produce global citizens with Bajan
roots, we must open our hearts and
open our doors”.
“And it is against that backdrop
that we took the decision to establish an
Embassy here in Abu Dhabi, which will
formally open on Monday, March 28th.
I hope that with the appointment of our
ambassador, and with the opening of
that Embassy, that you in this country
will recognize that we are serious about
building deep relationships and creating the opportunities for business that
hitherto may not have been there.”
Mottley also expressed optimism
that the partnership would see a direct
airlift between Barbados and the UAE.
The Prime Minister, a staunch defender of small island developing states
in terms of the climate crisis, challenged the leaders of the UAE to “make
that difference … such that the people

Mia Mottley at the opening of the Barbados embassy in Abu Dhabi

of the world can come together and
save the planet”.
“For what is at stake, is our very
existence, and to say that the world in
which we live does not know of extinct
species or does not know of nations
that have failed, is to assume an arrogance that would be the beginning of
our fall as a people. We can have extinct species and we can have failed nation-states. If we are to avoid it, it is not
simply the action of governments that
will make that difference; it is your action as individual citizens of the earth.”
The Prime Minister also announced a partnership between her
government and XPRIZE Foundation –
a non-profit organization that designs
and hosts public competitions intended

to encourage technological development to benefit humanity – to restore
the world’s coral reefs. She pointed out
that a collaborative effort was needed
to raise the US$20 million for the
prizes that would allow participants to
rebuild coral reefs across three hectares
targeting three coral species.
The Prime Minister believed that
the initiative would “stem the tide” as it
relates to the destruction of the world’s
coral reefs by 2030.
“So, I use this opportunity today
to say to us let us come together and
save our planet Earth because it relies
on us as human beings making those
sensible choices day-by-day if it is
going to work.
Mottley added that the Expo

brought the world together at an uncertain time in human civilization that was
characterized by war and conflict,
COVID-19, and economic uncertainty
for countries around the globe.
She proffered the view that building bridges and respecting diversity in
the world, were the best avenues for
emerging out of crises.
“This World Expo is the platform
and a microcosm of what is possible
when we come together and recognize
that our common humanity binds us
and that if we take the time to understand each other, there is so much more
that we have in common than separates
us.”
Mottley also congratulated the
UAE for the “magnificent” work it had
accomplished in the midst of the global
pandemic and its achievements during
its 51 years as an independent nation.
She told the Minister of Tolerance
and Co-existence and the Commissioner-General of Expo 2020, Sheik
Nahayan Mabarak Al Nahayan, and
other UAE government officials, that
there is a great opportunity for further
partnership and cooperation between
the two countries.
“Just as you are in the East that
beacon, we can be in the West that beacon and if we can build bridges between our two countries, then we can
perhaps, in spite of our small size,
begin to influence what happens in this
world, particularly at these challenging
times, where voices matter as much as
size…,” the Prime Minister suggested.

Guyana eyes key investments in non-oil sector
MINISTER of Natural Resources
Vickram Bharrat on Tuesday affirmed
the government’s commitment to developing and sustaining the non-oil sectors, even though more can be done to
add value to the country’s natural resources.
Minister Bharrat used the opportunity to outline the government’s plans
for development in non-oil sectors during his address at the Guyana Manufacturing & Services Association Limited
(GMSA)’s 2022 Business Luncheon at
the Ramada Princess Hotel.
The minister said that President
Dr. Irfaan Ali has on numerous occasions spoken of the government’s commitment to fostering growth in other
sectors.
“As a government, we are committed to ensuring that we develop our
non-oil sectors like forestry, mining and
agriculture which will play a major role
as we move forward as a country, and
as we finally realise our potential as the
breadbasket of the Caribbean,” Minister
Bharrat said.
He went on to say that it is easy

for any new oil and gas-producing nation to make the dreaded mistake of
only focusing on oil and gas at the expense of other sectors, but that in years
to come, sectors like agriculture and
tourism will receive the necessary incentives, attention and management to
ensure growth in a manner which presents opportunities to Guyanese, as well
as local and international investors.
And while Guyanese will be at the
forefront of development, the minister
assured foreign investors that this
would not be a hindrance to those seeking to come and do business in Guyana.
“As a matter of fact, we have
stated that Guyana is open for business;
that we need investment, and we need
investors to come to Guyana,” Minister
Bharrat said, adding that by the same
token, while investors are welcome, opportunities must be presented to local
businesses and to the local workforce.
With that, he said that whether it is
through partnerships, joint ventures or
otherwise, investors from beyond our
borders are welcome in all sectors.
In investing, the Natural Re-

sources Minister said investors must be
cognisant of the need to add value to
local products.
“Everywhere you go, people say
Guyana is a rich country. Why they say
that? We have a lot of natural resources: We have gold, we have diamond, we have bauxite, we have a
wonderful forest, we have sand, we
have loam. But why is it that Guyana
has not really realised its true potential
with its natural resources? Because, for
too long, we have been exporting raw
materials instead of value-added products,” Minister Bharrat said.
He related that this is an opportunity that exists for persons in and out of
Guyana to add value to the country’s
resources and export them.
According to the minister, he was
made aware of a number of challenges
which include access to capital, expertise, technology, power generation and
more.
However, he mentioned that the
government is working assiduously to
address a number of these issues, with
the major one being power generation.

He said: “Our government is seeking to address the biggest issue of
power generation; the gas-to-energy
project will address that issue.”
Additionally, Bharrat said that the
gas-to-energy project will deliver
cheaper and more reliable power.
The government will, however,
not stop there, as there are already
plans in place for the Amaila Falls Hydropower Project.
Together, the ‘hydro’ and gas projects, along with others will erase power
generation as one of the issues affecting
value added production.
Meanwhile, GMSA President
Rafeek Khan told stakeholders that
while Guyana has some of the rarest
natural resources on the planet, the
country needs to identify its niche, and
work in those areas.
Khan said: “Let us move to the era
of not being order takers of our products, but going out there for proactively
promoting what are the niche products
that we have in Guyana, and play to our
strengths.”
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Relatives mourn ‘unbelievable loss’
as family killed in Brampton ﬁre
Two parents and three children
killed in a Brampton, Ont. house fire
early Monday morning have been identified by friends and family.
Peel Regional Police said emergency crews were called to a home on
Conestoga Drive, near Sutter Avenue, in
the Kennedy Road and Sandalwood
Parkway East area, just before 2 a.m. for
reports of a fire.
Crews were able to pull four people from the house, but all were later
pronounced dead. A fifth victim was located deceased inside the home during
a search.
Rescuers found a sixth adult victim
outside the home who got out on their
own and was rushed to Sunnybrook
Hospital for treatment of critical injuries.
The children's father, Nazir Ali,
and mother, Raven Ali-O'Dea, were
killed in the blaze, family and friends
said.
Their three children, Alia, 10, Jayden, eight, and Layla, seven, were are
also killed.
"This is unbelievable," Ali-O’Dea's
father, Louie Felipa, said Monday at the
scene. "This pain I'm going to carry for
the rest of my life. I don’t know what
I’m going to do."
He suggested the family did not

The Ali family: killed in tragic house fire in Brampton

have working smoke alarms in the
home.
"My aim today is to make sure
people know how important it is to have
a smoke alarm," he said. "This pain, I
don’t want anyone to go through it."
The fire in the home raged for several hours, and the Fire Marshal was
called in to investigate what caused the

blaze.
The City of Brampton said it would
lower flags at all municipal facilities to
half-mast to mourn the loss.
Premier Doug Ford expressed sadness at the "tragic deaths."
"I just can't imagine the hurt being
felt by the family, the friends and the
community. You'll all be in our prayers,"

he said during an unrelated announcement in Brampton on Monday
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau,
who was with Ford, said his thoughts
were with the family and friends of
those who died.
"We're all thinking of those affected by this horrible, heartbreaking
tragic fire," he said.

Uh Oh: Ontario seeks uptick in Covid numbers
The number of people hospitalized
with COVID-19 has risen week-over
week but intensive care unit admissions
continue to decline in Ontario, according to data released by the province on
Monday.
Provincial health officials say there
are now 655 COVID-19 patients receiving treatment in Ontario hospitals, up by
about 100 from last week.
This includes 158 people in the
ICU, 23 fewer ICU patients than the
number reported seven days ago.
Another four deaths were added to
the province's cumulative total, bringing
Ontario's COVID-19 death toll to
12,405. Three of the deaths confirmed
today occurred within the last month,
while one occurred more than a month
ago.

Provincial labs confirmed 1,741
new infections over the past 24 hours, a
substantial undercount given the current
testing restrictions. Of those cases confirmed today, 236 involve those who are
not fully vaccinated, 442 involve people
with two doses of a COVID-19 vaccine,
970 involve those with three doses of
a COVID-19 vaccine, and 93 involve
people with an unknown vaccination
status.
A little over 6,000 tests were
processed over the past 24 hours, resulting in a positivity rate of 17.9 per
cent, the highest that number has been
since late January when the province
was at the peak of the Omicron wave.
Officials previously cautioned
that COVID-19 hospitalizations will
likely rise between now and May but

won’t approach levels anywhere near
those reported at the height of Omicron.
The Ontario Science Advisory
Table says wastewater data indicates
that transmission is once again on the
rise in all regions of the province after
bottoming out earlier this month.

The uptick in transmission comes
following the Ford government's decision to lift most public health restrictions, including masking requirements
in most public settings and the provincial vaccine certificate program.
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Plenty room for investment in
Guyana, T&T investors told
EVEN with Guyana having a robust plan to ensure that locals benefit
from development across every sector
within the country’s economy, Minister
of Agriculture, Zulfikar Mustapha, has
assured Trinidad and Tobago investors
that there is still plenty of room for business, investment and trade.
He made this announcement during
an address at the Couva/Point Lisas
Chamber of Commerce’s “Opportunities
for Doing Business in Guyana” stakeholders’ meeting in Port of Spain,
Trinidad and Tobago.
While on a two-day visit to the
twin-island republic, Minister Mustapha
met with several Guyanese-born businessmen and women and gave them a
glimpse of some of the investment opportunities in the agriculture sector here
in Guyana.
Since being elected to office, the
government has been adamant about engaging and encouraging Guyanese living overseas to play their part in the
country’s development by returning
home and investing in the economy.
During his address, Minister
Mustapha told those in attendance that
the growth of Guyana’s economy provides plenty of opportunities for business, investment and trade. He also said

Guyana Agriculture Minister, Zulfikar Mustapha addressing stakeholders in Trinidad and Tobago

that the government was aggressively
working on creating an environment
conducive to the growth and development of the country.
“And as such we invite you to explore the opportunities for doing business in Guyana and invest in not just
transforming Guyana’s agri-food sys-
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tem, but the CARICOM region’s agrifood system, as Guyana plays a major
role in providing food to the Region,”
Minister Mustapha said.
While discussing some possible
areas for investment in the agriculture
sector, the minister said that the agriculture, forestry, and fishing sectors are expected to expand by some 8.9 per cent
this year.
Minister Mustapha also noted that
Guyana has seen heightened consumer
preferences as a direct result of the influx of expatriates to serve oil and gas
and auxiliary sectors. This, he added, has
led to an increased demand for
processed foods with greater domestic
value-added.
“In light of the increasing demand
for food, there is a high potential for future growth in the downstream components of the food value chain particularly
processing, wholesaling, retailing and
logistics.
“The Government of Guyana
recognises the importance of partnering
with the private sector to improve and
develop our food systems. As a result,
the Government of Guyana has facili-

tated and created an environment that
supports investments across all sectors,”
Minister Mustapha said.
He added that there are opportunities that would guarantee favourable returns in both the traditional and
non-traditional agriculture sectors.
“More specifically, in the traditional and non-traditional sectors, there
are many investment opportunities. For
example in the rice sector, opportunities
exist for rice production in Region Nine,
where vast Savannah lands are available.
There are also areas for investment for
the downstream processing of rice into
different kinds of pasta, noodles, cereals,
snack foods, etc…
“For corn and soya beans, the soil
in Guyana’s immediate savannah has adequate soil and climatological conditions
for the implementation of large-scale
grain farming for these crops to about
85,000 acres. There are also areas for investment in the poultry, beef, swine, and
small ruminant production sector. Agroprocessing and aquaculture are also two
subsectors with great promise that would
guarantee tremendous returns on your
investment,” Minister Mustapha said.

Advertising in Equality News
works. Just ask any of our
clients! Call us for rates
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Hicken named
Guyana’s top cop
Deputy Commissioner of Police
with responsibility for Operations,
Clifton Hicken has been promoted to
act in the Office of Commissioner of
Police, taking over from acting Commissioner of Police Nigel Hoppie, who
has proceeded on pre-retirement leave.
This was announced by both the
Guyana Police Force (GPF) and the
Office of the President, which released
a statement that President Dr Irfaan

Ali, in his capacity as Commander-inChief of the Armed Forces, made the
appointment on Monday.
Prior to the appointment, Hicken
was performing the duties of Deputy
Commissioner “Operations”. Hicken’s
appointment takes effect from Wednesday, March 30, 2022. In the meantime,
Hoppie has already proceeded on preretirement leave effective March 27,
2022
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Guyanese government to provide
8,000 new jobs countrywide
GOVERNMENT will this year
provide some 8,000 temporary jobs to
Guyanese countrywide in an effort to
further assist them to cope with the increase in cost of living due mainly to
the effects of COVID-19.
This is according to Vice-President Bharrat Jagdeo, who rolled out the
temporary jobs programme on the Essequibo Coast on Tuesday. There, some
800 persons will be employed in the
next three weeks.
Persons on the programme are expected to work three to four days per
week, and will be employed at government offices and institutions.
The programme is geared at sup-

plementing income at the family level
as government works to structurally
change the job markets outside of Regions Three (Essequibo Islands-West
Demerara) and Four (Demerara-Mahaica).
“We are trying, structurally, to
change it by co-investing; setting aside
money in this budget to co-invest with
business so you have a more private
sector investment in jobs and creation
of jobs… And the reason we have to do
so is that we have to incentivise private
capital to move to these regions outside
of just everyone wanting to come to
Regions Three and Four now. We got to
get them to move to Regions Two,

Five, Six, and 10 and the hinterland regions,” he said.
The People’s Progressive
Party/Civic (PPP/C) had promised to
create 50,000 jobs in its first term in office, and since its assumption of power
in August 2020, the party has been
working diligently to fulfil its Manifesto commitments to the people, VicePresident Jagdeo said.
On assumption of office, the
PPP/C Government was confronted
with the situation where some 30,000
persons had lost their jobs under the
APNU+AFC Government, and another
40,000 more when the Coalition Government closed the country at the ad-

vent of COVID-19.
The country, at the time, Mr.
Jagdeo also pointed out, was illequipped to tackle the virus, and the
Dr. Irfaan-Ali Administration had to
move quickly to build capacity for testing, buying protective gear, masks, expanding ICU capacity, and acquiring
vaccines from available sources.
And it did so while opting to keep
the economy open. Today, Mr. Jagdeo
said, the COVID-19 restrictions have
been removed, and thousands who lost
their jobs are now employed.
From searching for employment,
the situation has now changed to the
extent that there are shortages of skilled
and unskilled labour in Regions Three
and Four, Jagdeo said, while pointing
out that Guyana has managed the pandemic better than many developed nations.
Government, this year, he said,
has also set aside money to help small
businesses as well as granting scholarships to train more citizens to prepare
for the job market.
On that note, he made it clear that
the APNU+AFC has no credibility to
talk about cost of living. Under the
APNU+AFC Government, VAT was
placed on electricity and water. The
PPP/C Government, on assumption of
power, scrapped this policy of the
Coalition Government.
“Although all these costs have
gone up, and fuel prices have gone up,
we made a commitment as a government to keep water and electricity
prices at the same rate that they are
now today,” said Vice-President
Jagdeo, who contended that these are a
massive subsidy from the government
to cushion the impact of rising cost of
living.
Aside from these measures, he
noted that the government has increased old age pension by 40 per cent,
returned the children cash grant, increased it, and extended it to private
schools; increased the grant for school
uniform, and removed a slew of burdensome taxes on mining, agriculture,
education and other sectors of the economy implemented by the APNU+AFC
Government.
These interventions, the VicePresident emphasized, are targeted to
supplement income at the family level,
and even noted that due to the polices
and programmes of the government,
more people are employed today than
under the APNU+AFC Government.
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Developed nations must pull plug
on oil production ﬁrst – report
AS efforts continue to limit global
warming to 1.5 degree Celsius, wealthy
oil-producing countries such as Saudi
Arabia, Norway and the United States,
must be the first to cease operations.
This is according to an international report recently published by the
International Institute for Sustainable
Development (IISD).
The 78-page document, titled
‘Phase-out Pathways for Fossil Fuel
Production,’ went on to say that once the
oil giants have exited the global market,
poorer countries must be allowed to
continue production at least until 2050,
in an effort to replace that source of critical income; that too, with international
support for a smooth transition.
Although not mentioned specifically in the report, the latter referenced
countries would include nations such as
Guyana, which has only now begun to
directly benefit from its oil resources.
The report, compiled by scientists,
Professor Kevin Anderson and Dr Dan
Calverley, was specific on making recommendations that would allow for
achievement of the climate targets set
out under the Paris Agreement, and essentially echoes the stance taken by
Guyana.
It was Vice-President Dr Bharrat
Jagdeo who previously said that even if
the global net-zero carbon emission targets are met by 2050, the world will still
need to be supplied with up to 24 million barrels of oil per day; Guyana, he
asserted, has every intention of positioning itself as a deserving long-term oil
producer.
“The developed world has done its
bit,” Jagdeo had said, alluding to the fact
that even though first world countries
are the leading carbon emitters and polluters of the environment, small and developing nations such as Guyana are the
ones suffering the brunt of the consequences stemming from destructive hurricanes and earthquakes, to disastrous
floods and droughts.
At a private sector engagement
back in December, Jagdeo vehemently
registered his disappointment with some
parties seeking to halt the oil-production

Brian Tiwarie, OMC, AA - CEO

The report echoes Guyana’s conviction

operations offshore Guyana.
“If you add all of the emissions
from Exxon Mobil… and emissions
from every sector here in Guyana, it will
not be equivalent to the emissions of the
world in one hour in a day; it would be
less than, that is, annual emissions,” the
Vice-President posited.
He noted that Guyanese who want
the country’s oil production to cease are
essentially propagating the agenda of
developed nations that are adamant in
continuing the operations that make
them wealthier, while saddling developing states with the responsibilities of
protecting the environment.
“So, our NGO [Non-Governmental
Organisation] believes we must shut
down the operations here, but in the developed world, they want more oil
pumped because prices are escalating
and affecting their people, their businesses, their consumers,” Jagdeo highlighted.

He continued, “There are just 490
trillion tonnes of carbon dioxide allowance remaining before we achieve
net zero and the 1.5 degrees targets; that
belongs to us now in the developing
world; the developed world has used up
its allowances, but they don’t behave
that way; they want equal burden-sharing now, all of everything that we have.”
The former President went further
to lament the hypocrisy behind some of
the environmental instructions that
come from larger countries, including a
directive that the developed world will
not support financing for any fossil fuelrelated activities and that gas, which is
a fossil fuel-related sector, should not be
part of the energy mix of the future because it is polluting.
“But we have just seen that when
gas prices tripled in Europe, the same
countries that say this, they’re now starting up some coal-fire[d] power plants,
which are even more polluting than

using gas for energy,” Jagdeo complained.
He argued that when developed
countries are faced with crises, “they
look at any solution, whether it’s polluting or not.”
Jagdeo, dubbed a ‘Champion of the
Earth’ for his efforts to fight against climate change, has said that over the
years, Guyana has dutifully served the
earth as a net carbon sink, and that it
now deserves to be able to maximise its
oil resources to improve the country and
the lives of its people.
Meanwhile, an article published by
OilNow, specified that for a 50 per cent
chance of limiting the global temperature rise to 1.5 degree Celsius, the 19
Highest-Capacity countries, with average non-oil gross domestic product per
person
(GDP/capita)
of
over
US$50,000, must end production by
2034, with a 74 per cent cut at least by
2030.

1 & 2 MUDLOT WATER STREET, KINGSTON, GEORGETOWN, GUYANA. TEL: 592- 226-5513-4 | 226-5314-5 |
226-4113 FAX: 592- 226-5517 | 223-7421
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Agri. Minister elected to serve as Vice
Chairman at FAO Regional Conference
Guyana’s Minister of Agriculture,
Zulfikar Mustapha was recently elected
to serve as Vice Chairman of the 37th
session of the United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) Regional Conference for Latin America
and the Caribbean.
The conference which is currently
being held in Quito, Ecuador, from
March 28 to April 1, 2022 will pave the
way for member countries to define the
regional priorities and to adapt and localise the FAO Strategic Framework
2022-2031 to the conditions of Latin
America and the Caribbean.
While speaking on the FAO’s Science and Innovation Strategy, Minister
Mustapha maintained that there needs to
be more measures in place regionally to
actively involve youths in agriculture.
Minister Mustapha also noted that
it is critical for policymakers to take urgent and immediate action to preserve
the agriculture sector in the region and
across the globe.
According to the Minister, “As a
body, and as countries in the region that
are addressing hunger and trying to
achieve the Sustainable Development
Goals, we have to ensure that we take

Guyana Agriculture Minister, Zulfikar Mustapha

action that will preserve this very, very
important sector. And when we talk
about agricultural research, challenges
and opportunities, in Guyana we have
been trying to ensure that we implement

measures so that we can try to be very
innovative. When you look around the
region, I think this is a general fact.
When you look around the region you
find mostly middle-aged and senior cit-

izens are involved in agriculture. Let us
ask ourselves ‘what are we doing to involve our young people in the agriculture sector?’”
He then noted what Guyana has
done so far to give young people the opportunity to get involved in agriculture.
“…in Guyana, we would have
done an analysis which revealed that the
majority of graduates from the University of Guyana and the Guyana School
of Agriculture have office jobs rather
than doing practical work. To address
this, President Dr. Mohamad Irfaan Ali
recently launched a programme that targets these young people, bringing them
into the agriculture sector to do practical
work. Referred to as the Agriculture and
Innovation Entrepreneurship Programme, it paves the way for construction of hundreds of shade houses for the
cultivation of high-value crops like
broccoli, cauliflower, and carrots,” explained the Agriculture Minister.
Mustapha said these are the opportunities that will ensure young people
are at the heart and core of solutions
geared towards addressing food security
for the country and at the same time reduce the food import bill of the region.
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Janet Jagan remembered as loyal leader
DURING a small memorial service
in observance of her 13th Death anniversary, Former President Janet Jagan was
remembered as a towering figure, and an
outspoken and generous woman.
The event, which was held at the
Cheddi Jagan Research Centre on Monday, saw several members of the People’s Progressive Party/Civic (PPP/C)
and the Women’s Progressive Organisation (WPO) sharing some of their most
cherished memories of the former president as they celebrated her life and exemplary work as a politician, journalist
and stalwart in the party.
WPO President Indranie Chandarpal described Mrs. Jagan as a revolutionary leader who cared greatly for the
poorer class of citizens.
Similar sentiments were also shared
by Former President Donald Ramotar,
and Former PPP/C General Secretary
Clement Rohee.
March 28, 2022, marked 13 years
since her death.
Born Janet Rosenberg in Chicago,
USA, on October 20, 1920, Mrs. Jagan
left home at a relatively young age to
join her husband, the late Dr. Cheddi
Jagan, in a struggle that would change
the power dynamics of the then British
colony to one of internal self-government, and then to full political independ-

ence status.
While she believed in women’s
emancipation, she also recognised how
irresponsible it would have been to obtain emancipation in the environment
that existed at the time.
Adult suffrage had to be for
women, and freedom from colonial rule
was also necessary. According to her,
Comrade H. Hubbard, better known in
political circles at the time as Jocelyn
Makepeace Hubbard, had political vision
and astuteness, and it was he who urged
her to form a women’s organisation, and
even assisted on the many aspects of the
establishment of the WPO.
She was a pioneer of the movement
to improve the conditions of Guyanese
women, organising them in their communities and at the national level for
equal treatment and full human rights.
The former president lived a purposeful life filled with many challenges
and triumphs. The challenges were numerous, starting from the decision she
took when she decided to marry Dr.
Jagan and to come to the then British
Guiana. Those challenges continued up
to the time of her presidency.
Her feats are chronicled in various
documents. Her passion and commitment were referenced by Dr. Jagan in his
book, ‘The West on Trial’

Former Guyana President Janet Jagan
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LEISURE INN SUITES APARTMENTS
Looking for somewhere to stay in Guyana? We have the best accommodations and service. Available for long and short term
rentals, all units furnished and equipped for self catering

17 Delph street, Campbellville Georgetown, Guyana,
South America. Tel: 592- 226- 8990
LeisureInn@yahoo.com

Come savor a savory meal at
Charley's Caribbean Cuisine

CHARLEY’S
CARIBBEAN
CUISINE
For all your catering
needs

Not sure how much food you need? We’ll help
you suggest the right amount of food to minimize your cost.
Pork free halal foods. Catering for Hindu releigious events, as well as all Caribbean events.

1158 Morningside Ave, Scarborough
(at Morningside)

(416) 282-8608
Fabulous authentic Guyanese food. We can't make
this for these prices. (Grandma is from Berbice
Guyana and knows country Guyanese food - even
she will eat it!) Try the dhal puri and okra / shrimp.
Actual Review from Yellow Pages

PARTY TRAYS AVAILABLE!
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Pandemic recovery an oportunity to
transform regional development
THE period of recovery from the
pervasive COVID-19 pandemic presents an opportunity for the region to
transform the existing development
model in order to better address challenges facing various stakeholders,
Senior Minister in the Office of the
President with responsibility for Finance, Dr Ashni Singh, has said.
“Recovery from the pandemic
presents an opportunity to transform
the development model of the region,
while enhancing climate resilience,
strengthening the capacity of public institutions, and supporting private institutions in making meaningful
contributions towards attaining the
2030 agenda for sustainable development,” Dr Singh said during his address
to stakeholders at the annual meeting of
the Board of Governors of the InterAmerican Development Bank (IDB)
and IDB Invest, on Monday.
The senior minister who was
speaking on behalf of The Bahamas,
Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica and
Trinidad and Tobago, said the COVID19 pandemic resulted in one of the
worst recessions in the Latin America
and Caribbean (LAC) region in a century, causing a seven per cent decline in
regional GDP in 2020 — the largest regional contraction in the world.
He lamented that for some of the
countries in the Caribbean, the contraction was much sharper, especially in the
tourism-dependent economies of the
sub-region.
Dr Singh added that even though
LAC’s economy is estimated to have
grown by 6.8 per cent in 2021, this
growth has not been balanced.
“The largest expansion is estimated in Central America at 7.7 per
cent, followed by the Andean sub-region at 6.3 per cent, and the Southern
Cone at 6.2 per cent. On the other hand,
the Caribbean is expected to have a
milder recovery at 1.9 per cent, reflecting the acute vulnerabilities we face in
the sub-region, even as we are all committed to working towards achieving a
more robust recovery,” he said.
The senior minister went on to
say: “This, coupled with increasing maturing debt, implies amplified gross financing needs. For the Caribbean, the
threat of a protracted financial crisis
lingers as tourism remains subdued and
climatic events increase in frequency

Guyana Finance Minister Dr Ashni Singh

and intensity.
“Consequently, our governments
are faced with difficult decisions on
prioritizing interventions to stimulate a
recovery, support reforms to unlock
economic potential, catalytic projects to
enhance development prospects, and
initiatives to build resilience against the
increasing threats of climate change.”
It is against this background that it
is crucial for the IDB group to maintain
its Small and Vulnerable and Small and
Island Country targets to ensure that
support is granted to the countries
which require the most assistance in
grappling with the economic crisis.
He lauded the commitment of the
IDB group for its continued support to

the Caribbean sub-region.
“The bank’s instruments to support our countries in achieving our development agendas are crucial and
must remain agile to respond to mounting needs in this volatile environment.
Therefore, the Caribbean welcomes the
proposal to adjust the instruments on
offer.
“We particularly wish to highlight
the important role of PBLs (Performance-based loans) in supporting integral reforms at this critical juncture and
support the call for PBL caps to be
made more flexible. We also welcome
the proposal to exclude green PBLs
from counting against the PBL cap,”
Dr. Singh said, adding that guarantees

will be key in mobilising private resources to contribute to confronting
emerging development challenges and
delivering on the 2030 agenda.
He said that the regional stakeholders recommend that emphasis be
placed on incentivising the use of guarantee instruments.
“We also take this opportunity to
express support for the strategic climate
change and sustainability facility that
will provide new concessional resources for climate action in the
Caribbean,” Dr Singh said.
Dr Singh concluded by encouraging the IDB group’s management to
fulfil their pledge to develop a sub-regional strategy for the Caribbean, with
emphasis on health, education, infrastructure, private sector development,
the digital economy, climate change,
the “blue” economy, and the “orange”
economy.
He also encouraged the bank to
move with alacrity in delivering support at the scale needed, on both the
public and private sector sides of the
group’s operations, to facilitate a sustainable recovery in the Caribbean and
to help the sub-region embark on a path
towards lasting economic growth and
prosperity.
The minister then reiterated the
strong appreciation of the Caribbean
for the support provided by the IDB to
the sub-region over the years, as well as
the importance of the group to the development of Latin America and the
Caribbean, in particular. He added that
the bank remains the premier strategic
partner of choice in member countries.
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Indian artist Ashwin Bhaskar and K-pop star AleXa collaborated on a cover song

Indian artistes make inroads
into lucrative K-Pop market
Last year, fans of NCT 127 - among the
world's most popular K-pop boy bands - went into
a frenzy when the group released a teaser for their
new song, Favourite (Vampire).
But South Asian ears, used to Bollywood
music, picked up on a familiar tune - from Are Re
Are, a 90s hit from the Shah Rukh Khan and Madhuri Dixit starrer Dil To Pagal Hai.
NCT 127 had used a sample of the iconic
whistle from the song, turning it into an electronic
whistle.
"They also changed the melody a little from
the second bar which makes it different from Are
Re. That's how hip-hop artists usually sample
stuff," says musician and producer Anshuman
Sharma, who follows the Korean music industry
closely.

Rap, hip-hop, R&B and trap feature prominently in K-pop, and black music artists have been
a part of the industry for years. But NCT 127's
Favourite - also the name of the band's repackaged
album, which sold over a million copies in presales - points to growing Indian influence in Korean
pop music.
For years, Indian fans had noticed similarities
in K-pop and Bollywood songs, and circulated lists
online mulling over such comparisons. Now, the relationship has clearly become more collaborative.
"Years ago, a lot of Indian film music producers and music directors would copy K-pop songs
directly. There's been a bit of evolution in that it's
not about copying anymore," says Riddhi
Chakraborty, assistant editor at Rolling Stone India.
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UAE businesses keen to invest
in Guyana, says Ali
Guyana President, Dr Irfaan Ali recently visited the leaders of Abu Dhabi
Fund for Development (ADFD) and
pointed to the need to strengthen ties to
achieve greater prosperity between
Guyana and the United Arab Emirates
(UAE).
The Head of State visited the
United Arab Emirates this week to participate in the Caribbean Investment
Forum (CIF2022) and the Global Business Forum of Latin America (LATAM).
While there, he met with the DirectorGeneral of ADFD, Mohammed Saif Al
Suwaidi.
President Ali and his team and the
ADFD’s team, which included senior officials, discussed the strategic relations
and future opportunities that will serve
their interests.
The President praised the UAE
leadership over the country’s extraordinary development and said that the
strong bilateral relations, as well as cooperation with ADFD, would enable
Guyana to achieve his nation’s vision of
prosperity.
Ali said, “We see the UAE not only
as a strategic trade and investment partner but also as a global model of sustainable development, state-of-the-art
technology, infrastructure and governance. A stronger strategic partnership
with Abu Dhabi Fund would greatly fa-

Guyana President Irfaan Ali meets with UAE officials during a recent visit to Dubai

cilitate our own developmental ambitions.”
The President emphasised that the
UAE has shown the world how to build
a well-diversified economy with a robust
infrastructure.
“That is exactly what we want to
achieve in Guyana through our partnership with ADFD and key stakeholders in
the UAE.”
He also explained that Guyana is al-

ready working closely with ADFD on infrastructure projects, including clean energy, and that a stronger collaboration
would accelerate the country’s economic
transformation and climate efforts.
ADFD Head, Al Suwaidi expressed
his gratitude to the Guyanese President
and said that it would go a long way in
strengthening the ties through a more robust economic and investment cooperation. He said, “Abu Dhabi Fund for

Development enjoys strong strategic relations with Guyana. We are already engaged in developmental work in the
country. The visit of Dr Irfaan Ali reflects the eagerness on both sides to take
the developmental partnership to new
heights.”
The ADFD Director-General also
pledged ADFD’s full support for
Guyana’s developmental aspirations and
efforts to achieve its sustainable goals.

T&T riled over Jagdeo’s ‘falling apart’ comment
T&T Foreign Affairs Minister
Amery Browne has spoken with
Guyana’s Foreign Affairs Minister
about a recent video featuring Guyana’s
Vice President, Bharrat Jagdeo, saying
“T&T is falling apart.”
Browne confirmed that on the
weekend.
The video featured on You Tube
and several regional personalities’ Twitter feed, showed Jagdeo speaking at a
podium, reportedly much earlier last
week.
In the video, Jagdeo, addressing an
audience, spoke about wanting to invest
some of Guyana’s oil and gas resources
into building the infrastructure in that
country so the non-oil and gas sector in
the future can generate the jobs there.
Jagdeo said, “Because if we don’t do
that when the oil money goes, we’ll be
poorer than many countries in the
world.” He continued, “Look at what’s
happening in Trinidad now…Trinidad
is falling apart, and that’s putting it
mildly – falling apart! “No jobs, sustained periods of negative growth and
can’t see the light of day for the near fu-

ture.”
Jagdeo’s comment stirred up concern among citizens that one Caricom
state would make such bad remarks
about a fellow Caricom country. Others
felt Jagdeo should have found a better
way to make his remark. Guyana Opposition MP, Sherod Avery Duncan, on
Twitter, wondered what “TT-CARICOM brothers and sisters” would say
on the issue.
And, one person queried if Jagdeo
and Miss T&T Jeanine Brandt, who was
recently embroiled in controversy when
she spoke of poverty in T&T, were living in the same house. Yesterday, Prime
Minister Dr Keith Rowley didn’t respond to T&T Guardian queries on
Jagdeo’s comments. But Foreign Affairs Minister Browne said he had made
a phone call about the matter.
“I have shared my view on this
matter with Guyana’s Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Co-Operation, who is well-positioned to advise
his government on matters of regional
history, integration and respect which
our foreparents worked so hard to

TT Foreign Minister Amery Browne

achieve across this region. At this point,
I have no further public comment,” Energy Minister Stuart Young wasn’t
available for comment but top energy
sources were concerned about the remarks.
One stated, “These utterances are
very disappointing and ill-informed. To
insult the people of Trinidad and Tobago in this manner is disturbing and
doesn’t auger well for the spirit of Cari-

com.” Political analyst Dr Bishnu Ragoonath said, “It put a nail further into
the divide between the T&T and
Guyana governments, especially since
this (Jagdeo) government took office.”
However, Ragoonath said it was
correct that T&T hadn’t had positive
growth in the last few years and Bharat
was making the strong point that
Guyana must build their non-oil and gas
sector to sustain themselves beyond that
sector. Ragoonath noted T&T is even
now “putting eggs in the same oil and
gas basket based on what we saw in the
last Budgets.”
Ragoonath added, “But it may not
be in CARICOM’s best interests to
have said it like that and I’m not sure it
will help ties between the two countries.
I am assuming he was speaking to a
Guyanese audience emphasising the
need for Guyana to diversify early
rather than find themselves in a situation like T&T. It follows a lot of what
Guyana has been saying recently, including about having food security. “
But, I don’t think we have that critical
unemployment problem at this point.”
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US assures border controversy will
not be part of talks with Venezuela
Following his meeting with visiting United States (US) Deputy Assistant Secretary (DAS) for Caribbean
Affairs and Haiti, Barbara Feinstein
yesterday, Vice President, Dr. Bharrat
Jagdeo said the US has assured that the
Guyana border controversy case will
not be a part of any discussion it holds
with Venezuela.
The Vice President who spoke at a
press conference after his meeting on
Friday stated that the US has agreed to
share information with Guyana about
what takes place in those meetings it
would have the neighbouring country
in the future.
“We spoke a bit about the border
too and the assurances that have been
communicated publically by the
Deputy Assistant Secretary, were repeated at the meeting about the US’s
position in relation to our sovereignty.
We were assured first of all that
Guyana did not come and our sovereignty would not be part of any such
discussions and that we will continue to
share more information about what
takes place in these discussions in the
future,” the VP told members of the
media.
As previously reported, on March

Guyana Vice President Bharrat Jagdeo

8, 2022, Guyana had submitted to the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) in

The Hague, Netherlands, its Memorial
on the merits of its case against

Venezuela. The submission takes the
court one step closer to ruling on the
matter.
The submission is required by the
Court following its decision of 18 December, 2020 to hear the case.
The decision was a confirmation
of its jurisdiction to decide the merits
of Guyana’s border claims. The court
case stems from the dispute between
Guyana and Venezuela about the ownership of the Essequibo Region.
The matter is before the Court pursuant to the decision of the Secretary
General (SG) of the United Nations
under the 1966 Geneva Agreement, by
which the parties conferred upon the
SG the authority to determine the
means by which the border controversy
between Guyana and Venezuela shall
be settled.
It was previously reported that
Guyana seeks from the Court a decision that the Arbitral Award of 1899 determining the boundary is valid and
binding upon Guyana and Venezuela,
and that the boundary established by
that Award and the 1905 Agreement demarcating it, is the lawful boundary between Guyana and Venezuela.

CRIME & COURTS

Serial offender guilty of raping woman
A mixed 12-member jury on Friday found accused Tucville serial
rapist, Thurston Semple, guilty of battering and raping a Venezuelan sex
worker.
Semple, 38, a taxi-driver of Lot
5A, Tucville Terrace, Georgetown was
committed to stand trial in the High
Court for that offence last April. The
jury was empanelled earlier this month
for the trial of the matter in the Demerara High Court before Justice Priya
Sewnarine-Beharry.
Semple denied the charge which
stated that between February 24, and
February 25, 2021, at Tucville, Georgetown, he engaged in sexual penetration
with the 30-year-old Venezuelan
woman without her consent. The latter
charge stated that on the same day and
at the same location, he caused the said
woman actual bodily harm.
However, on Friday after two
hours of deliberating, the jury returned
with two guilty verdicts. Justice Sewnarine-Beharry deferred Semple’s sen-

tencing to April 29, 2022 and ordered
that a mental health examination be
conducted and a probation report be
provided for Semple.
The case was prosecuted by State
Counsel, Nafeeza Muntaz Ali and Latifah Elliot while Semple was represented by attorney-at-law Everton
Singh-Lammy.
According to the victim, on the
February 24, 2021, she was on the corner of Jenny’s Family store in front of
the Nova International Hotel, Georgetown when around 22:30 hours Semple
drove up in his vehicle and spoke with
her.
He eventually made an agreement
with the woman for $10,000 and as
such she left with him and they went to
his residence.
Upon arrival, she went into his
house, sat on his bed and smoked a cigarette. The two then engaged in sexual
intercourse. However, during the sexual
intercourse, the condom broke, and she
replaced it but informed Semple that he

only had 15 minutes remaining and if
he does not finish within that time she
will leave.
In response, Semple told the victim ‘ok’ and walked into the kitchen
and returned with a knife while the
woman was getting dressed.
He then told her, inter alia, that she
is “not going anywhere.” As such, the
woman then told Semple to keep the
money and she will leave in peace.
However, he grabbed her hair, placed
the knife to her neck, removed the condom and inserted his penis into her
mouth. The victim recounted that Semple then ordered her to perform oral sex
on him and she complied. Sometime
after she stopped, and Semple slapped
her. The woman then asked Semple for
some water and as he turned his back to
get the said water, she scrambled her
clothes and jumped through a glass
window.
However, Semple ran behind her
and grabbed her by her hair. The
woman recounted that she was naked

when he held onto her and stabbed her.
She then managed to hold onto the
knife but Semple then armed himself
with a plastic tube filled with cement
and continued to beat her.
A passerby then stopped and asked
Semple what happened and he said
“Nothing.” However the woman cried
out for help, telling the person that she
was a prostitute. Two of his neighbours
also called out to him to stop and he
told the victim no one is going to help
her because they are afraid of him and
that she is going to be his 24th victim.
The woman then gathered strength
and jumped the fence. Semple’s neighbours promptly went to her rescue.
The police was subsequently
alerted and arrived sometime after. The
victim was taken to the Georgetown
Public Hospital where she was examined. When Semple was cautioned by
the arresting officer he said, “Officer I
did had sex with her I pay her for the
service, and she refuse to do what I
asked and I assaulted her...”
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Jamaican Opposition demands the
gov’t calls local elections
Jamaica Opposition Leader Mark
Golding, who has described the Government's decision to delay the local government elections as “undemocratic”,
has called on the ruling party to call the
vote as soon as possible.
“I am calling on the Government,
we must call the local government elections without further delay. Stop running
from it. Call it! It is profoundly undemocratic, and it is in fact really abhorrent to
say that you can't call a democratic election because you want to promote unity.
Unity and democracy are not inconsistent,” he said.
The leader of the People's National
Party (PNP) was a meeting of the party's
National Executive Council at Manning's School auditorium in Savanna-laMar, Westmoreland, on Sunday.
The local government elections
have been pushed back twice. The first
time was attributed to COVID-19 while
the second postponement was pitched as
an effort to prevent disunity during the
country's 60th anniversary of Independence being observed this year.
Golding, however, said he was unmoved by both explanations.
“We don't believe that the pretext
of COVID holds water because soon
after they passed that law [Representation of the People Act], the prime minister got rid of the DRMA [Disaster Risk
Management Act] orders and opened up
the place again. The reality is that
democracy and unity are not incompatible things. He is saying, 'We don't want
no elections in the 60th anniversary
year.' Why not?” Golding asked.

Mark Golding, Jamaican Opposition leader

The Representation of the People
(Postponement of Elections to Municipal Corporations and City Municipalities) Act 2022 was amended and tabled
in Parliament in January to temporarily
allow local government elections to be
delayed until February 2023. The first
Bill was passed in November 2020 to

push the elections back no later than
February 2022.
Golding's view is that since all
COVID-19 restrictions have been
dropped, the elections can still be called
this year.
“We have a system now where we
are supposed to have a local government

election every four years. It is written
into our laws and it was extended because of COVID, which we understood.
But they came and did it again for another year, using COVID as a pretext, so
we know that was absolute nonsense.
That was just a mere sham,” he said.
“An election is a one-day event,
with a short campaign before. We don't
have political violence anymore in this
country, thank God, because of the efforts made by prior leaders. There is no
reason why we can't have a local government election this year. And we
should have it now that COVID is not
over but we are treating it as if it were
over. We must go ahead and call the
local government elections; that is what
the local government system requires,”
he said.
“COVID was petering out and they
were removing the DRMA orders… and
opening up the place. So I'm saying,
given that we have made the commitment in our law to having local government elections on a regular, fixed-term
basis, which is way overdue now, go
ahead and call them and let's get it behind us,” Golding added.
He said the PNP councillors are
mostly in place, ready and awaiting the
elections.
“We have been working on this for
some time now — over a year doing the
necessary work. Obviously perfection is
never achieved in human existence but
we have been doing significant work,
and it's a principle of democracy. We're
ready and we want it to happen,” he
said.

Teachers furious over money owed to them: JTA
Jamaica’s teachers are fuming over non-payment of monies owed to them, and the president of
their union, Winston Smith, on Monday issued a
warning to the Government that his colleagues will
not endure what he termed “disrespect” for much
longer.
Smith, president of the Jamaica Teachers' Association (JTA), could not say how much in total was
outstanding but shared that they are owed five to six
months of retroactive payments in basic salary from
a promised four per cent increase, plus other payments.
“There are teachers who have not received any
money for the summer school work they did from
last year, and also the fact that teachers have applied
for their NHT (National Housing Trust) refund from
2014 and have not gotten a dollar. What happened to
the teachers' money? We are disappointed and we
are demanding that the money be paid forthwith, or
we cannot guarantee that come the first working day
of April that there will be normalcy,” Smith said.
The nation, he said, will be forced to “stand and
look up” if and when the central executive of the
JTA is called to an emergency meeting regarding the
matter “because this cannot continue”.
According to Smith, teachers have been “bend-

ing over backwards” to support education and therefore deserve to be paid what is due to them. He also
accused Finance Minister Dr Nigel Clarke of failing
to honour a commitment to pay teachers for conducting summer school.
“I asked the minister if the money would be
paid by the end of February and he said no, but by
March 31, the end of the financial year. We don't get
paid on March 31, so when he says something like
that we were of the view that the money would be
ready for our pay day, which was the 25th of this
month. The teachers are livid because they have
been given basket to carry water. There was a promise,” Smith said.
He said that even after a recent demonstration
by teachers at Innswood High School in St Catherine, the problem has not been resolved.
Smith also pointed out that teachers who were
issued with vouchers to procure laptops have not
been able to get the devices due to unavailability at
selected stores.
“Teachers are supposed to get laptops and the
deadline when the vouchers would expire was on the
27th of March. When we go to the suppliers, there
are no laptops. The teachers have been treated with
scant regard. The level of disrespect, I don't even

know how to describe it,” he said.
“It is time that the country understands that we
cannot treat teachers like that and then expect them
to walk to school happy when in truth, they are suffering. These are things from the past that should be
delivered now. The teachers have bent so far backwards that their foreheads are touching the ground in
the interest of education.
“We are the most vaccinated. We went back to
work in full force with school from last year, though
the ministry makes it seem like it was just in January. Teachers have been operating face-to-face from
last year October, and are upset to the core about
their whole treatment. Everybody knows there
should have been a four per cent salary increase,” he
said.
“The members have received nothing in terms
of retroactive payments that they should have been
in receipt of, and there was no word communicated
to us in advance as to the reasons that would have
prevented that. These things have caused a significant trust deficit to develop wider than the learning
loss caused because of the pandemic. The trust level
between the teachers and the Government of Jamaica is so wide I don't even know what they can do
to bridge that gap,” he said.
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‘Perfect storm’: royals misjudged
Caribbean tour, say critics
It was supposed to be a visit to
mark the Queen’s platinum jubilee – a
chance to present the modern face of the
British monarchy to a region where republican sentiment is on the rise.
But it really didn’t turn out that
way.
When the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge end their week-long tour of
the Caribbean on Saturday, they will report back that the tour may have accelerated moves to ditch the Queen as the
head of state.
Calls for slavery reparations and
the enduring fury of the Windrush scandal followed them across Belize, Jamaica
and
the
Bahamas
–
overshadowing a trip aimed at strengthening the Commonwealth and discouraging other countries from following
Barbados’s example in becoming a republic.
Upon arrival in Belize, the couple
were met with protests from villagers
over a land dispute involving a charity
William is a patron of. In Jamaica, the
prime minister told them in an awkward
meeting that the country would be
“moving on” to become a republic, and
a government committee in the Bahamas urged the royals to issue “a full
and formal apology for their crimes
against humanity”.
From photos of Will and Kate
shaking hands with Jamaican children
through wire fences, to the military parade in which the pair stood, dressed in
white, in an open-top Land Rover, the
optics of the visit has been described by
local campaigners as a throwback to
colonialism.
“This was another photo opportunity, and rather presumptuous to assume
that Jamaican people were suddenly
going to welcome William and his wife
with open arms,” said Velma McClymont, a writer and former Caribbean
studies academic who was born in Jamaica and was five when the country
gained independence.
“My grandparents could trace generations back to slavery, but they died
believing Jamaica was fully independent. Imagine, 60 years later and it’s still
an extension of the British empire. It’s
an infant colony, not standing alone.”
Followers of the trip in the UK may
have gained a different impression. On
Friday, the Sun reserved its front page
for the tour, gushing that “Kate dazzles
on Jamaica tour” and suggesting that the
pair had “touched hearts”. On Wednesday, the Daily Mail splashed a photo of
Kate, the “diving duchess”, scuba-diving with nurse sharks in Belize.
The same could not be said of the

The visiting Royals were met by calls for reparations in Jamaica

coverage in the Jamaican media. “It was
dubbed in [the UK] media as a charm
offensive, but I’m not quite so sure it
came off that way. It wasn’t a royal failure, but I wouldn’t quite deem it a regal
success either,” said Tyrone Reid, an associate editor at national newspaper the
Jamaica Gleaner.
Reid added that local publications
had devoted considerable column inches
to the views of “a growing number of
Jamaicans demanding the British
monarch and British state apologise for
and accept its role in the abhorrent slave
trade of years ago.”
Royals experts, including one former palace PR, said that an enormous
amount of planning went in to the visits,
often starting years in advance. They are
led by government in line with Foreign
Office diplomatic, culture and commercial priorities.
Philip Murphy, a professor at the
University of London and former director of the Institute of Commonwealth
Studies, said that although the palace
had “taken a relaxed view” about countries removing the Queen as head of
state, “the British government has been
less consistent about that” – ministers
are thought to be anxious to preserve the
soft power benefits of the Commonwealth after Brexit.
“I think the Foreign Office is sometimes a bit naive, and it doesn’t have
much institutional memory any more.
There are profound sensitivities around
the legacies of colonialism and slavery
and around the royal presence in the

Caribbean, and sometimes you get the
feeling that the Foreign Office doesn’t
quite get it,” he said.
Murphy pointed to the growing
emphasis on the relationship between
colonialism and racial oppression after
the Black Lives Matter movement,
along with damage to the royals’ reputations after Meghan Markle’s accusations of racism and the British
government through the Windrush scandal. “All of those things make it politically very difficult to stage this visit at
this time. You’ve got the makings of a
perfect storm,” he said.
A better approach to the trip, said
Prof Trevor Burnard, director of the
Wilberforce Institute for the Study of
Slavery and Emancipation at the University of Hull, would have been for the
royals to go prepared to directly acknowledge and apologise for the family’s role in the slave trade, including
through memorial visits to sites connected with slavery, such as Kingston
harbour, to express sorrow instead of
upbeat photo ops.
“They should recognise that members of the royal family from Charles II
to William IV were involved with and
supported slavery and the slave trade,
and that this is part of their past.”
Although a “quiet minority” in Jamaica were supportive of the Queen as
head of state, there was “a great deal of
antipathy and resentment toward the
monarchy”, said Cynthia Barrow-Giles,
a professor at the University of West Indies who has researched the British

monarchy in the Caribbean. “[The visit]
smacks of political opportunism and is
disturbingly self-serving,” she said.
Many members of Commonwealth
countries in the Caribbean are increasingly questioning its purpose, especially
since they have received little support
during the pandemic, which has devastated the Jamaican economy and left
120,000 children out of school, and are
pointing to unequal access to vaccines,
which has resulted in nearly 3,000
deaths in an island of 3 million people.
Jennifer Housen, a lawyer in Jamaica, said the fact the UK revoked
visa-free access for Jamaicans in 2003,
with applications regularly refused, had
led people to feel “the relationship is
pointless”.
“These are discussions we need to
be having with them – not pretty flags
and smiling black children pushing their
hand through chain fences to say: ‘Oh,
you know, I’ve touched the royals’;
that’s garbage, that’s fostering something that is completely cringeworthy.”
The reparations movement has
been growing considerably over the
Caribbean in recent years, led by the 15country strong intergovernmental Caricom Reparations Commission.
Rosalea Hamilton, one of the campaigners for Advocates Network who
organised slavery reparations protests in
Jamaica, said there was currently a
“heightened consciousness of the history”, including “understanding of the
legacies of colonialism today, economic,
sociological, psychological”.
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T&T’s Rowley joins calls for
repatriations for slavery
DAYS after the Duke and Duchess
of Cambridge ended their week-long
tour of the Caribbean, the Prime Minister
joined his Caricom counterparts in calling for reparations for slavery.
Speaking at the PNM's celebration
in commemoration of Spiritual Baptist
Shouter Liberation Day at the HDC Village Plaza Carpark, Phase 2, La Horquetta, Dr Rowley said while an
acknowledgement of the heinous act of
slavery by the duke (Prince William, second in line to the British throne) was
good, it was time for him to put the
proverbial money where his mouth was.
"Recently I was very pleased to
hear Prince William say that he acknowledged that slavery was wrong, and that
the British government, the British people, have some responsibility. In that
piece of unforgettable history, I was
pleased to hear a member of the royal
household in the United Kingdom.
“But tonight I want to say to Prince
William, having said that, I believe you.
But I believe you more if you do what
you must now do, which is the offer of
reparation to the people who were

T&T Prime Minister Keith Rowley

wronged."
He said the acknowledgement alone

was not enough without seeking to help
those who were harmed by it.

The Bible, he said, called for repentance in order to achieve redemption.
“And if you repent, then salvation
could be yours."
While in Jamaica last Thursday,
Prince William said: "I strongly agree
with my father, the Prince of Wales, who
said in Barbados last year that the appalling atrocity of slavery forever stains
our history. I want to express my profound sorrow. Slavery was abhorrent.
And it should never have happened."
During their visit to Belize, Jamaica
and the Bahamas, the royal couple were
exposed to calls for reparations. Their
week-long tour of the Caribbean ended
on Saturday. The visit had mixed reviews, with some calling it a failure and
others a success.
During the visit, Jamaican PM Andrew Holness reminded the country that
it will be taking steps Jamaica to remove
Queen Elizabeth II, William’s grandmother, as head of state. Last November,
Barbados became a republic and inaugurated Dame Sandra Mason as its president.

Rapist apologises to victim in court
A CONVICTED rapist serving
prison time apologised to one of his
victims in the Trinidad High Court on
Monday.
In what might have been a first,
the victim and her attacker spoke to
each other and expressed their thoughts
and feelings about what took place in
2007.
The exchange took place virtually
before Justice Lisa Ramsumair-Hinds,
who accepted a plea deal between
Kester Benjamin and the State which
led to his pleading guilty to grievous
sexual assault and the unlawful detention of the victim, who was then 17, on
August 29, 2007, in Diego Martin, as
she made her way home from classes.
Benjamin will be sentenced on
April 25. He was represented by
deputy chief public defender Raphael
Morgan. The State was represented by
senior prosecutor Danielle Thompson.
At Monday’s hearing, the judge
had to be satisfied all the requirements
set out under the Criminal Procedure
(Plea Discussion and Plea Agreement)
Act had been met before she allowed
him to plead guilty.
This also included hearing from
the victim, in a victim impact statement. Benjamin was also allowed to
speak to her since she agreed and the
judge gave her an opportunity to speak
to him directly.
In her statement, the victim, now

32, said it was hard to describe the impact the incident had on her. At the
time she was doing a business diploma
but never completed it.
She spoke of the trauma she experiences whenever she reads reports of
rape, including the abduction and murder of Ashanti Riley (murdered in
2020, aged 18) by someone who
“viewed her as a sexual outlet” for
their pleasure. She said she could not
understand what made Benjamin feel
he had the authority to force himself on
her.
Travelling at night leaves her
paranoid, she said.
Although in the statement she
asked for no mercy to be shown to
Benjamin, she later changed her position when she addressed him during the
hearing.
“Mr Benjamin, I accept your apology. The part where I said don't have
any mercy: I was in a different place
when I wrote that, even though it was a
little while ago.
"After seeing you, you are a
human being. It would be hard to comprehend. It was not a good experience
and is still not a good experience. I still
feel all types of emotions,” she told
him.
She said although her family was
adamant that she should not participate
in the hearing, she felt it important for
her and other people. She said the last

time she saw him in virtual court, she
was upset and called her sister, telling
her she felt sorry for the man.
“I said, 'I am feeling sorry for him
sitting there.' She said, ‘You feeling
sorry for him?’ I said. 'Yes, what is
wrong with me?'”
She said she now understood his
explanation after he did research in an
attempt to figure out his actions.
“My family would say, 'He is just
apologising to you because he just
wants to come out (of prison), don’t
believe that. He is very suave.'
"My response to them was that
God would know what is in his heart,
whether he is reformed and sorry. Mr
Benjamin, I accept your apology.”
She told him she hoped he used
his experience to benefit others in a
positive way, for young men to understand themselves, “Because what you
have been going through is a sickness
that did not start in your adult years. I
am sure there would be something that
could be traced back to your childhood
that may not be aware of that would
have caused you to be the way you
are…
“I hope you have a better life
when you are released and you are able
to pick up the pieces and you continue
to look for purpose in your life and try
to be better.”
She rejected his offer to pay for

her schooling if she wanted.
The judge praised the woman.
“I want to validate you as a young
woman of great courage to have done
what you just did, and that you maintained your composure in the way you
did.
“You have demonstrated the very
mercy you said not so long ago said he
was not to have. The application of
mercy while remaining practical…That
is what I call restorative justice.”
In his statement to the victim and
the court, Benjamin said he took notice
of his victim’s saying she could not understand how someone could do what
he did to another person.
“Now this is not an excuse, it is
just an explanation, and I think I owe
her that explanation. A lot of people
would be wondering how somebody
could do that.”
Benjamin said he spent his time in
prison doing research and from what he
learned, “I gave it a name.”
“It is a sickness, and I call it extreme sexual perversion. I was suffering from that, and it took over ten years
of therapy for me to recognise what I
was doing and the hurt I was causing to
people.”
He said when something happened to his sister, who was robbed and
thrown out of a car, he began to understand what he put people through.
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Da Silva describes maiden Test
century as ‘childhood dream’
WEST INDIES wicketkeeper/batsman Joshua Da Silva has described his
maiden Test century, in the third and
final Test against England at the National Stadium, St George’s, Grenada on
Saturday as a “childhood dream.”
Da Silva scored 100 not out and
was named the Man of the Match as the
West Indies whipped England by ten
wickets to clinch the series 1-0 and
claim the Richards-Botham trophy.
“This century, it means the world,”
he said, during an interview on Monday.
“It’s the pinnacle of my Test career thus
far and I can hope for many more of
that.
“I definitely have to thank my parents, thank God of course and all my
support team, my girlfriend, her parents
who have always supported me, friends,
coaches, (Red Force coach) David Furlonge, Phil (Simmons, the WI coach).
It’s a solid team effort and the support
was very necessary for me.”
Da Silva continued, “It’s a childhood dream coming through. I could remember watching Brian Lara scoring
400 (against England in 2014) and how
much that meant for him. For me, to
score a 100 for the West Indies, win the
game and get Man of the Match, was
something I couldn’t dream of.”
The West Indies, in response to
England’s 204, resumed their first innings on Saturday on 232/8 with Da
Silva on 54 and Kemar Roach on 25.
“After day two, we needed to
stretch our lead as far as possible,” said
Da Silva. My thinking was just to bat as

West Indies’ Joshua Da Silva

long as possible and continue to build
on the lead with Kemar and Jayden
(Seales). I really had no worries with
both of them sticking around. I just
trusted them and made sure that I did
my part and that was the best thing I
could do.
“This knock is definitely number
one on my list, by a long way. This
means everything to me. This is the

greatest achievement in my cricketing
career thus far. Hopefully, it just gets
better.”
On his methodical pursuit to his
century, Da Silva had to face a lot of
banter from the English fielders. “I just
wanted to keep batting and keep frustrating them,” he noted. “They wanted
to give me a bit of talk, just to see if I
can play a rash shot.”

There was debate over Da Silva’s
place on the team, especially as his
predecessor Shane Dowrich made a return to First-Class cricket, after a twoyear absence, for the Barbados Pride
this year.
Da Silva pointed out, “I don’t think
my form was in question. My home
form wasn’t very good but, overall, I
came off the last series in Sri Lanka
where I averaged 60. I didn’t have the
greatest of summers at home but I had
averaged around 25, maybe a little less.
But I did not feel any pressure.”
While acknowledging that he was
happy to see Dowrich back in the regional circuit, Da Silva said, “I just
wanted to do what I did, continue to
work hard on my game and control the
things that I could control. I just wanted
to be the best team man (that) I could be
and, whatever the team needed, try my
best to do. It so happened that I had a
pretty good series.”
There have been some calls for Da
Silva to be used higher up in the batting
line-up, even as an opener. He said,
“Wherever it’s necessary to bat, I’m
going to try my best for team, wherever
the coach or the selectors see it fit. I am
very happy to put my best foot forward
in that position and wherever they decide to put me in the batting order, I’ll
just give my all and hopefully get runs
in the end.”
This year, the 23-year-old was
given the role of vice-captain of the TT
Red Force.

Windies rain misery on England in last Test
WEST INDIES kept England's
Test fans miserable on Sunday by completing a ten-wicket victory in Grenada,
in the third and final Test, to win the
three-match series 1-0. The victory ensured that the new Richards-Botham
Trophy stayed in the Caribbean.
The result seemed a formality at
stumps on day three with the visitors
reeling on 103 for eight for a meagre
lead of ten runs. But the pitch at the
Grenada National Stadium had proved
tricky for both teams, giving the Test
match the required excitement for a deciding Test. Both lower orders had
showed tremendous resistance in their
first innings to rally after the more accomplished batsmen had failed.
West Indies pacer Kemar Roach
would have none of it, striking with his
first ball on day four after England had
repelled the early attack from Kyle
Mayers, Jayden Seales and Alzarri
Joseph.
The veteran pacer got Chris
Woakes (19) to flick a delivery to leg-

West Indies' captain Kraigg Brathwaite, left, celebrates the last run, in partnership with John Campbell

slip Jason Holder where the former
captain snared a one-handed catch.
Roach wrapped up the tail by getting rid of Jack Leach, who had 41 in

the first innings, caught behind via
DRS for four.
West Indies captain Kraigg Brathwaite and fellow opener John Campbell

did the formalities as England remained
without a Test series win in the
Caribbean since 2004.
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